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Sadly, the 1914 Excelsior 5HP Tourist, which attracted
the top bid of £18,000, couldn’t find a new owner at
that price. Is this a result of an over-ambitious reserve
for this make and model, or is it an indicator of the
“new” normal?

……………Issue 49-2 - June 2020……………
Editor Geoff McGladdery

Wednesday June 24th - H&H Classic Live-on-line
Auction, bidding start time not yet confirmed.
With a couple of weeks still to go, the catalogue is
building up nicely. The tidy 1938 Nimbus featured in
issue 48-4 has re-appeared with its lower estimate
now reduced by £1,000 to £6,500. There is a
seemingly genuine (and therefore rare) ‘56 BSA
DB32 Gold Star Clubman on offer and an attractive,
matching numbers ‘52 650cc Triumph 6T
Thunderbird. Clearly the subject of an extensive
restoration, the T-bird is slightly let down by the lack
of a genuine (or near genuine) chainguard and the
ugly aftermarket exhaust clamps. Despite its “kerb
appeal”, it might struggle to reach its lower estimate
of £10,000.

FUTURE EVENTS
IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned section events, up to and including July
1st will NOT take place. Information on events
following that date is listed below. There is absolutely
no guarantee that these events will take place, so
the dates are for planning purposes only. We will
continue to update the calendar, based firmly on
government guidelines at the time. You can be
assured that the health and welfare of section
members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Wednesday May 27th - H&H “Live-on-line” Auction.
As anticipated, the H&H staff worked hard behind
the scenes to convert provisional sales to actuals, to
the point where only 18 (35%) of the catalogue
remained unsold. A good effort on behalf of buyers
and sellers. You may recall that the unsold +
provisionally sold figure was over 80% as the auction
closed.

Not for the faint-hearted, or indeed, the ham-fisted
(we know who we are!), this 1972 Norvin 1000cc
“Project”, guided at £30,000 - £35,000, could provide
endless hours of fun, with the reward of a great bike
at the end. There is certainly an impressive list of
parts in the lot, including a new "Featherbed" frame
with Roadholder forks, a recently rebuilt Vincent
Rapide engine with an electric starter, massive Twinleading shoe brakes fore and aft, laced onto
Spanish Morad valenced rims. It also comes with the
vital V5C.

Whilst building a Norvin is a well-trodden path, there
is still scope for the endless hours of fun, to turn into
an expensive nightmare. If you’re serious about
buying, it’s always worth pondering on why exactly
the project remains “unfinished”.
Very difficult to value in today’s market, but perhaps
this ready to ride bike, apparently built from “ALL
NEW” parts and listed on the Car & Classic website
for an asking price of £46k, complete with a V5,
serves as a useful benchmark.

You can view the full H&H catalogue here.
https://www.handh.co.uk/auction/details/607ABC-Live-Auction-Online?au=481
Saturday June 27th - H.J. Pugh – ON-LINE Auction of
Vintage & Classic bikes, spares, collectables and
Petroliana - Auction Centre, Ledbury – 10:00 a.m.
Another auction house joins the “on-line” auction
fray and let’s wish them every success. It will be
possible to view lots between June 24th & June 26th,
but only by appointment. Unless government
guidelines change before the auction, attending on
the day will not be permitted. As we go to press, the
catalogue is still, by choice, a “work in progress”, so
it is important to check the website prior to the
auction. Pugh’s are using their regular “on-line”
bidding platform – easyliveAUCTION.com - so there
should be few problems. If you are intending to bid,
allow yourself plenty of time to register.
There are more than 50 bikes listed, including some
old friends. The unloved and unlovely ’68 499cc
Indian Velocette, is listed yet again and the ’82

500SL Ducati Pantah makes another appearance.
Ready to pull your arms from their sockets is this

but I wouldn’t get too excited, I don’t expect this to
be a “no reserve” auction.
Thursday July 2nd - The Greyhound Hotel 3 Garth
Road, Builth Wells, Powys, LD2 3AR 7:30 p.m. – Club
night West
If pubs are allowed to open by then, this could be
our first section meeting for almost 3 months. It’s a
chance to get together with other section members
and to meet new and intending member. Ring Gary
Jones - 07870 389317 to check the event is on.

1986 Yamaha RD500LC is, in my view, the best of the
GP replicas produced by the big 3 Japanese
companies in the mid-eighties. This bike has done
precious few miles, has an interesting history and 9
months MOT. Weighing less than 200kg wet and
topping out at 148mph, you will quickly realise that
the seat hump is there for a reason! 35 years on,
these Yamahas are still something special.
If your taste is for something a little more dignified
and better suited to our local lanes, then this 1938
350cc Triumph Tiger 80 should do the trick.

Rare, handsome and rideable, it would be a great
addition to anyone’s collection. At the moment, the
catalogue doesn’t show “guide” prices, or reserves

Tuesday July 7th - Sally's Place (the open air cafe)
British Camp, Upper Colwall, Malvern, WR13 6DW –
09:30 for 10:00 - Breakfast meet.
Meet up for breakfast. A chance to show off your
bike and join up with fellow enthusiasts. You choose
your own route there and back.
Tuesday July 14th - Brunch ride-in - Honey Café in
Bronllys, Brecon, Powys, LD3 0LH - 11:00
Just meet up for Brunch (morning coffee if you like),
no organised ride, plan your own route.
Thursday July 16th – The Moon Mordiford, HR1 4LW –
7:00 p.m. – Annual Bike Show

UNDER £1000
Since starting the feature in late April, we have
found 20 machines in our series which identifies
useable, VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995),
bikes, ready to ride, with MOTs (where required) for
less than £1,000.
The original idea followed a phone conversation
with a friend who wanted to get back into bikes and
wanted to ride with our section. He felt unable to do
so because old bikes were “too expensive”. I told
him with absolute certainty that this definitely wasn’t
the case, but when I put the phone down, I began
to wonder if my breezy confidence wasn’t
misplaced. As it turned out, using Gumtree, eBay
and Facebook market place, it was very easy to find
bikes, which fitted our criteria, which includes VMCC
eligibility.
The prices in the list for eBay bikes (E) are the actual
prices paid. For Gumtree (G) and Facebook Market
Place FM), they are the asking prices and
depending on your bargaining skills, the bikes could
well be bought for substantially less. Of course,
£1,000 won’t buy you a Vincent or a Brough, or even
a D1 Bantam, but it will allow you to choose from a
wide range of interesting bikes to give you a
gateway into the Classic movement and to get you
out riding with the VMCC.
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Sunday 19th July – Forest of Dean ride – starts and
finishes at The Travellers Rest, Ledbury Rd, Ross-onWye, HR9 7QJ – Meet at 10:00 for 10:30 start. Call
Mike Bertenshaw for confirmation 07831 774660
A great tour of the Forest of Dean, with a stop for
lunch at the Rising Sun at Moseley Green. Given the
current government guidelines, we will be able to
hold the ride, even if we have to travel in several
groups. Food and drink is the big uncertainty. We
may have to bring our own and find suitable places
to park and picnic.

Issue #

One of our most popular and best supported events
of the year. Let’s hope that whatever government
guidance is in place at the time, it will allow us to run
it – Bring anything – all ages, shapes and sizes are
welcome.

1993 795
1992 609
1993 900
1989 750
1993 950
1993 950
1955 800
1952 695
1990 675
1975 660
1975 820
1980 995
1976 921
1989 735
1963 950
1994 965
1992 1000
1983 950
1993 975
1992 950

CHEAP ‘80S SUPERBIKES
A few themes are beginning to emerge. Other than
Hinkley Triumphs, it is rare to find a British bike ready
to ride for less than £1,000. Banbury eligible
machines never sink into this price bracket, unless
they are dubious projects and even then, they
probably need to be foreign and under 250 cc.
Superbikes of any nationality from the ‘80s and ‘90s
can be found easily, often in good condition and
with sensible mileages. Never a week goes by that
you can’t find a good Yamaha Diversion for next to
nothing. Why these excellent all-rounders are so
cheap is a mystery, but don’t worry about it – just
snap one up as a winter hack or a long distance
tourer. This tidy example , (not in our schedule) with

31,600 miles on the clock and 12months MOT sold
this week for a mere £800.

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsiing – that has to be your responsibility

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG – OR “THE OLDEN
DAYS” AS THE GRANDCHILDREN CALL IT.
36 Years ago, Ray Whittaker arrived at his wedding
to the long-suffering Karen in some style - on the
back of his mate Stevio’s RGS Laverda.

Many of you will remember Ray from his 8 years (’79
– ’87) as Spare Parts manager at Slater Brothers In
Collington or from '83 until '87 as Technical Manager

for Brembo UK, also based at Slaters. Part of this role
involved representing the world renowned brake
specialist at UK race meetings. Brembo sponsored a
rider in each of the British Championship Classes Ian McConnachie, Kevin Wrettom, Kenny Irons,
Steve Parrish, and Andy McGladdery to name but a
few. It was hard work with gruelling travel schedules,
but getting paid to attend every UK championship
round seemed fair compensastion to race fan Ray.
Since acquiring his first love – a ’74 750SF, Ray has
owned a further 4 Laverdas – a 1978 1000 Jota, a
1980 500cc Montjuic, An ultra rare 1978 Husqvarna
powered 250LH4 and finally a 1976 SF3.

. With the help of Laverda guru Steve Winterton, this
SF3 had factory race pistons, cams, gas flowed
head and valves, Brembo Goldline braking system,
hydraulic clutch and so on. “Just the best bike I ever
owned,” says Ray, “It was featured in the April '84
Classic Bike magazine”.

As is the case for many of us, the “Sensible Fairy”

paid a visit leaving the joint blessings of children and
mortgages and “Chez Whittaker”
became a
Laverda-free zone.
Ray is a great friend to the section, designing our
Herefordshire on the Edge stickers and frequently
helping your editor to navigate the deep, dark,
swirling waters of “Adobe Photoshop”.

WHEN WE WERE YOUNG AND FOOLISH?
The highs and lows of a Racers life
Not many riders make their racing debut on an Ariel
Square 4, but that was no reason to deter Jonathan
Parkes. “All I had was my Square Four” he explains,
“It was a 1939 4G, 1000cc two piper. I bought it for
10 quid in a load of boxes (I wish I had it now). The
Healey brothers were still going in Bromsgrove and I
bought new pistons from them and had it re-bored.
I didn't want to race it but there was a standard class
at the VMCC September 1969 meeting at Cadwell
Park, so we entered in that. It was a fixed speed trial
- you were supposed to average 30 mph for so
many laps. We ignored that and went as fast as a
rigid Square Four could be persuaded to go, really
to learn the course. It expired towards the end with
magneto failure.

My pal very generously lent me his 500 Hartley Ariel
for the last race of the day and I was well and truly
hooked! The Bedford Dormobile was owned by a
butcher. A friend worked for him and persuaded the
man to lend it to us. It was used for delivering and
collecting meat carcasses and smelt a bit iffy!”
HARTLEY-TUNED RED HUNTER
Inspired by the ride on the Hartley and undeterred
by the smell of meat, Jonathan, built up his own 500
Hartley tuned Red Hunter for the 1970 season. “I
bought it in Norfolk from a grass track racer. The
cylinder head was the clever bit, sodium filled
exhaust and an inlet valve with a curved shape. I
tried other cylinder heads on the bike but the Hartley
one gave loads more acceleration.”

Jonathan continued racing classics with the VMCC
and built a very competitive 1938 Triumph Speed

Twin to contest the VMCC invited events
championships. “I put the engine together, and
spent a lot of time getting the ignition timing the
same on both cylinders. It made a huge difference
to the power output and I won the championship
with it in 1976”.

IRISH ROAD RACING
Encouraged by his friends, Jonathan thought he
might try a little “real” Road Racing and in 1970,
entered Northern Ireland’s famous Carrowdore 100
on a borrowed KTT MkVIII Velocette. He will never
forget his first encounter with Irish Road Racing. “I
remember turning up at the circuit at 9.30 in the
morning having driven from Belfast docks. The place
was deserted, nobody about, when the pub door
we were standing outside opened and a voice said,
"Is the police about?” We said "No, only us here for
the races". “Come in then”. We followed the guy in
and there was the pub full of people drinking
Guinness! As soon as they discovered I was riding, I
was marched to the bar and presented with a pint
which I felt it would be rude to refuse! After trying to
buy one for my new friends another pint slipped
down, - this is not going well - I thought, but we
eventually managed to slip away. The rest of the
day went amazingly well, until the gear pedal fell off
close to the end of the race. That's how it was, so
relaxed and friendly, you can see why we went
back again.”

seeing that on every lap, I nearly stopped to see
where you were”. Jonathan had to confess that the
lovely old ladies outside who’s house he had
crashed sat him in their front room and fed him tea
and cakes for the duration of the race. “They even
had a scrapbook”, says Jonathan, “With several
pictures , in black and white, of riders coming to grief
on May Hill, in the 20's and 30's ! I had to sign their
book as the only entry for 1974!”
A SOLID FINISH

They did return in ’71 and had an unexpected
encounter with one of the all-time greats of racing –
10 times TT winner and Norton Works rider - Stanley
Woods. Jonathan recalls him sidling up to them at
scrutineering and saying "Nice wee bike ye have
there, son.” Praise indeed.
MATCHLESS G50
In 1972, Jonathan bought a Matchless G50. Whilst
this wasn’t exactly cutting edge technology, it was
still a competitive Clubman’s 500cc machine. If
proof were needed, in that same year David
Hughes and David Williams piloted G50s to 1st and
2nd places in the Manx Grand Prix.
He used the bike for more rides in Ireland, for the
Southern Hundred and in 1974 for the Manx Grand
Prix – his first racing trip to the Isle of Man. It didn’t
end well, with our hero crashing on lap 1 on the way
up May Hill from Ramsey’s Parliament Square……….
It’s probably best to let Jonathan take up the story.
SIGNED THE SCRAPBOOK
“That wrecked G50 was sat on the pavement all the
way through the 6 lap race. All my chums couldn’t
fail to see number 14 at a drunken angle sitting in a
pool of oil on the pavement climbing out of Ramsay.
One of them, Chris East, (tragically killed at the Manx
in 1999), said to me afterwards, “It was horrible

Undaunted, Jonathan returned to Mona’s Isle in’75
and rode the G50 to a solid finish (21st out of a field
of almost 100) Back again for the last time in ’76,
“The Island” – fickle as ever had surprises in store, as
Jonathan recalls. “Those of us of a certain age, will
remember the long hot summer of '76. Unfortunately
nobody told the Manx Fairies, so when I arrived in
the Paddock, it was blowing a gale and lashing
down. It took Bob Hirst and - another G50 rider - half
an hour to get my frame tent up and tied down.
Practice
week
went
without
too
much
despondency so at the end of two busy weeks we
arrived at Friday - Senior Race day - the last day of
racing.”

WAIT UNTIL TOMORROW OR GO HOME NOW?
“One of the Travelling Marshalls told us that his 750
Triumph Trident wouldn't go faster than 70 mph over
the mountain the wind was so strong. That was not
being rude about Trident’s, they go much faster
than that - I know, I had one at the time. The Manx
club got all the riders together and said “Do you
want to wait until tomorrow (Saturday) and see if we
can run the race, or just abandon the meeting now?
Resounding vote to race the next day. Trouble with
that was most of us were booked on the Steam
Racket boat to go back on Friday evening, so, I
packed up my tent, tools, girlfriend, various camp
followers and watched my Thames van drive away
to catch the ferry home.

I teamed up with George Ridgeon, another G50
stalwart, and blagged a stay at the digs he had in
Douglas. No bed, so I had to sleep on the floor in the
landlady's front room! I did get a cooked breakfast
in the morning though. Saturday dawned dull and
breezy but no rain, not yet anyway. I started number
104, near the back of the field and had an
uneventful ride, refuelled on lap 3, and set off for
another 3 laps.”
“DID YOU WIN?”
“Imagine my amazement, at the end of lap 5, when
just about to change into top gear going down
Glencrutchery Road past the pit entrance, out
comes an official showing me the chequered flag!
Hang on, I thought, I've only done 5 laps, what's
going on? I rode up to the finisher’s enclosure and

stopped the engine. A young fan came up to me
and said, "Did you win?" I was the only finisher in the
area! Just as I was thinking I couldn't count up to 6,
it was explained that the race had been stopped as
it had started raining hard between Quarter Bridge
and Union Mills and nearly every rider in front of me
had slid off, fortunately without serious injuries. It was
such a let-down after all the efforts of the previous
fortnight, even worse when I found out later that
because I had only done 5 laps I didn't appear in
the list of finishers, you have to complete 6 laps to
get into the results.
However, The Manx
Club decided to
issue all those riders
who were in my
position,
specially
engraved
finishers
medals "Completed
5 laps”. I reckon not
too many riders have
one of those! My
chum Bob Hirst was
one of those who
went down at Quarter Bridge. He told me I should
think myself lucky, all he had to show for his efforts
was a bent motorcycle.”
1976 signalled the end of Jonathan’s Manx GP
career, but not the end of racing or his relationship
with “The Island”.
His best mate, Will Hodge, bought the G50 from him

and said “Why don't we get something faster, I'll pay
for it, you ride it?” It seemed like a plan, so they
found an early Peckit & McNab Trident 850, with an
850 Quaife barrel, alloy clutch, Webco cams, 5
speed Quaife box - all trick stuff for the time. The
Trident saw service at UK short circuits, the Southern
100 and the notorious Temple 100 in Northern
Ireland, “Scary even by my standards!” recalls
Jonathan. He wasn’t the only one to think it
dangerous. In 1999, following yet another fatal
accident, the MCUI declared the course too
dangerous for racing and the Temple 100 passed
into history.
A NEW SPONSOR
Results on the P&M Trident were good enough to
attract a new sponsor – London Law Finance, a
London Merchant bank – who funded the purchase
of a Laverda JOTA and subsequently, a Laverda 500
Montjuich to go with it. Jonathan finished an
excellent 5th overall in the Avon/Bike series in 1979,
despite missing the last 2 rounds following an
accident at Croft, which destroyed the bike and put
him in hospital for a few days.

He wishes he still had the JOTA. “It was a swine of a
thing to get round corners so we fitted longer rear
Girling moto-cross suspension units to raise the back
end while at the same time fitting spacers at the top
of the forks to lift the front. This worked fine but the
angle of lean was increased to the point where the
alternator cover could now lift the rear wheel off the

ground momentarily with disastrous results - it did
make a lovely noise though !”
Now fully recovered from the Croft accident, 1980
saw the arrival of a Z500 Kawasaki bought to
compete in the Z500 Cup, a one-make series with
rounds at all the major UK circuits.

exploits with a win in a club race at Mallory Park in
1982”

It was one of these that I bought a couple of years
ago with the big bore kit and other good stuff (even
has heated grips).

We are grateful to Jonathan Parkes for sharing these
wonderful memories of his racing life. If you
competed in any form of 2 or 3 wheeled motor
sport, we would love to hear from you.

SMALL IS BEAUTIFUL
A man after my own heart, Geoff Brown, owner of
the mighty Matchless Model X featured in issue 49-1,
extols the virtues of a small and rather special bike.

Last, but by no means least, next was a 980 Moriwaki
built by John Caffrey and Gordon Pantall. “We had
frame number two” recalls Jonathan, “Trevor Nation
had number one. It was a rapid piece of kit. I never
quite understood why, but I came off it frequently,
fortunately without too much damage to me or the
bike. It was only after Steve Lindsdell bought it from
us that he discovered that Gordon Pantall, who had
made the fork top yoke, had machined it off centre
by several mm. This caused the forks to lock up
under heavy braking, spitting me off more than

once. I raced the Moriwaki in short circuits here and
did the Southern 100 twice, ending my racing

“So all you chaps with your great big 500’s, 650’s,
1,000’s double triple overhead cam super sport
blunderbus specials...... Do you really have that
much fun on them? Are you out there pushing them
to the limits screaming along as if it was stolen, as if
escaping from the police? I suspect not and why
not? Because it’s dammed dangerous!
I have the answer something that is about as much
fun as you can have with your clothes on, a Honda
AS50 Dream. I like small bikes because they are fun,
you have to work at making them go and when Mr
Honda decides to make a small fun bike, you can
bet it’s going to be good.
For several years I had fancied one of these, they
were built for Japan home market only, they made
just 3,000 of them in 1997 to celebrate some TT win
with a 50cc bike or something they are beautiful little
gems. So beautiful in fact that many have been
bought for mantelpiece decoration, what a tragic
waste (this has strangely meant they keep coming
up for sale with zero miles on the clock).
The standard specification is 50cc, double
overhead geared cams, four valve, disc brakes front
and rear, something around 9hp with a tiny weight.
In this form they are good looking but really not that
quick. You can get lots of trick bits for them including
big bore kits, 26mm carburettors and freer flowing
exhaust system to bring the power up to around
12hp at 9,500rpm. Every now and then one of these
with the big bore kit comes up for sale. Good news
is of course the purist’s don’t like non original, so they
are cheaper.

It is a complete hoot to ride. You keep it on the boil,
between 8 and 10k revs and it rewards like few other
bikes I have ridden before. The other day I was out
on it, flat out in top doing about 60mph, I passed
several guys stood outside a pub, my journey
resulted in my returning past that location 10minutes
later the guys were still out there to a man they all
started clapping as I ‘tore by’...... It’s also great
around corners, stops like it’s got an anchor, its
brilliant.
They are getting expensive but they do keep
coming up on auction sites. The 50cc standard bikes
are not that quick but are definitely something for
the back of the garage for those days when you feel
the need to thrash something”.

SOME HONDA 50 RACING HISTORY
Geoff Brown’s little rocket ship was officially
designated a “Honda Dream 50 - AC15” and was
sold in very limited numbers in 1987 to celebrate the
25th anniversary of Honda’s first racing 50 - the 6
speed, single cylinder CR110 - the only 4-stroke in a
World Championship field of screaming 2-strokes.
Honda didn’t manage win the world title in ’62 with
the single, although Swiss rider, Luigi Taveri finished
third and did take a win. Frustrated with their lack of
competitiveness, Honda did what Honda do and by

the end of 1962 had built a better one, this time a 9speed twin – the RC112.

Despite running the newly upgraded RC113 in ’63,
Honda suffered another frustrating season chasing
the dominant Suzukis, which finished in 5 of the top
6 places, with New Zealander Hugh Anderson taking
the Championship. In 1964, on an improved RC114,
Diminutive Ulsterman Ralph Bryans finally gave
Honda a taste of real success, finishing 2nd to
Anderson in the Championship and winning 4
Grand Prix (including the all-important nonchampionship round in Japan).

In 1965, Honda’s patience and determination was
finally rewarded, by winning 5 of the 8 rounds,
including the TT. Bryans was crowned a worthy World
Champion with Taveri a close second. They would
probably have repeated the feat in 1966 with their
finest 50cc machine – the RC116, but having
dominated the TT, they decided, for political
reasons not to compete in the final Japanese round,
handing the title to Suzuki’s Hans-Georg Anscheidt.
By 1967 Honda 50cc racers were no more and this
glittering chapter in their history was closed.

The RC116, with its mountain bike style “V” brakes,
weighed in at 58kg (dry) could rev to 21,500 rpm
and made a staggering 16BHP (320BHP per litre).
Ralph Bryan’s 50cc TT lap record of 86.49mph ranks
as one of the greatest ever achievements on 2
wheels.

THE 59 CLUB – a sad postscript
You may recall John
Macklin’s
happy
memories of trips to
London
with
his
friend Dave Miles, so
it is with some
sadness that John
tells us that, “My
mate for 62 years
Dave Miles (on the
right) passed away
on Friday in St

Michael’s Hospice after suffering from bladder
cancer.
“I will remember him through the good times we had
in the 1960's when we spent our summer holidays
riding the coast roads of the UK. We tried to
complete the circuit of England Scotland and Wales
by riding as close to the coast as we could to the
coast. It was a case of riding all day, camping for
the night then moving on. Happy days!” Here’s
Dave on his T90 Triumph, which he bought new from
Mead and Tompkins in 1965. John took the photo
whilst riding alongside. Rest in Peace Dave Miles.

STOP PRESS
Whilst we cannot hold the run this Sunday - 14th June
in memory of Bob Bufton to which we have been
invited by the Worcestershire Section. Pete Howells
has arranged a ‘ride in’ to The Watering Hole Cafe,
Aymestrey, HR6 9SR Tel 01568 708236 (on the A4110
about 2 miles north of Mortimer’s Cross)
You can arrive any time between 9.30 and 11.00am
for take away breakfast and drinks. “The loos are
open, the car park is huge and the caravan field is
empty,” says Worcs. Chairman Richard Caddick,
“So we should be able to social distance by at least
20 metres.”
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

